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April 2016 

“Cleared Hot” 

By Lon Holtz 

  Well!  Only two months before our 

plaque dedication and everything is com-

ing together nicely for this historical event 

at the USAF Academy.  Besides that, 

we’ve also included a couple of surprise 

items to round out the agenda.  

  The  Air Force Academy Association of 

Graduates (AOG) is taking quite an inter-

est in the upcoming dedication. Receiving 

the plaque will be the AOG’s Chairman of 

the Board as well as all four voting Gift 

Committee members.  Jerry will update 

you more on the event itself so I am going 

to move on to another near and dear pro-

ject, our book.   

  Recently, as you may recall from the last 

newsletter, the Vietnam Veterans of 

America (VVA) gave the book a rave re-

view. In a follow-on conversation, the au-

thor of the article told me a longer review 

will be published in the VVA’s upcoming 

print magazine. AND, will also be pub-

lished in the Air Power History magazine 

this summer. After reviewing the first arti-

cle by the VVA, noted military author, 

Walter Boyne gave me a response of  

“well deserved.”  

(continued on p. 3) 

We’re finally around the far turn (took us 
awhile), but now we’re really into the 

homestretch…… 

as preparation for dedicating the A-37 commemorative plaque at 

the USAF Academy on June 7 is in full gallop, and we’re whipping 

the poor beast to death to stay ahead of self-set deadlines.  

  The first deadline is May 6 because our hotel contract says that’s 

the last day we are guaranteed the conference room rate for the 

block of rooms we’ve reserved.  Suggest making reservations now 

as opposed to waiting for a better time. 

The second deadline is May 13 when we would very much like to 

have all registrations in so we can get a head count for how many 

welcome bags to fill, what size bus we need to order up, how much 

booze we need to buy for the hospitality room, etc. and not have to 

scramble or make major adjustments at the last minute.  I’ve done 

this long enough to know some of you won’t have your registration 

in by May 13, but my dreams die hard.  

May 13 is also the date after which we start whittling down re-

funds if you have registered and decide to back out at the last mi-

nute, unless an emergency or personal extraordinary situation oc-

curs.  We have already made deposits at both the hotel and the bus 

company, so we need to protect as much of the Association’s finan-

cial assets as possible.  

Several of us will be arriving at the Radisson around June 5 to 

check things out at both the hotel and the ceremony site. That 

means we will have a hospitality room set up by the afternoon of 

June 6 and open for business.  We are tentatively planning a Board 

of Directors meeting that afternoon as well.  

The real deadline is, of course, June 7.  Virtually everybody at-

tending the ceremony (see list of registrations to date on page 2) 

will be riding the bus, which is scheduled to leave the Radisson at 

9:00 AM (MST) for a scheduled 10 AM start of the dedication cere-

mony.  Out of respect for the occasion  and the honor 

(continued on p. 2) 
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(continued from p. 1) 

of being allowed to commemorate the A-37 at such a 

hallowed site as the Southeast Asia Memorial Pavil-

ion on the Academy grounds, we suggest you dress 

business casual, at least a blazer or suit coat, ties op-

tional — no jeans or shorts.  Ladies accordingly.  

 By the time, we finish our business at the Memorial 

and on our way to the cadet area, it will be close to 

lunch, so we plan to have box lunches available to 

assuage your appetite.  We will want to see the iconic 

chapel as well as the equally impressive Center for 

Character and Leadership Development.  There will 

be time to stop by the Academy’s Visitor Center Gift 

Shop for souvenir shopping. Then it’s back to the ho-

tel by or about 2 PM or so, time to relax for the buffet 

that evening.  

Here’s a list of registrations received so far: 

Joe and Rita Acri 

Dick and Kathy Covey 

Louie and Madi Gonzalez 

Vic and Judy Grahn 

Jeff Heal 

Hank and Jimmye Hill 

Hank Hoffman and son, Hank IV 

Lon and Barbara Holtz 

Eric Jackson 

Richard Jones 

Hank Keese 

John and Carol Lambo 

John McAlister and Lori Neer 

Tony Neidhard 

Jerry and Dale Sailors 

John and Kathie Serlet 

Del and Betty Tally 

Now I know there are more of you coming, so why are 

you waiting to let us know?  

In this newsletter, we continue features from unit his-

tories (p. 5).  This time, it’s the 8 AS from January to 

June 1970, which highlighted a couple of outstanding 

missions and some significant operational decisions.  

New, however, is an article on p. 3 that didn’t make it 

into “Dragonfly” due to a publication decision to restrict  

stories to just those describing events between 1967 and 

1972. Very few emails of note this time, but we continue 

Fred Long’s “And So It Began.”   

As always, we want to hear from you…...Jerry Sailors 

 

New Members/Contact Information Changes 

Please note the email address for Ben McKenzie in the 

March newsletter was incorrectly copied.  Ben’s email   

address is:  BENMACKZIE@aol.com. 



            “Cleared Hot” 
                     (continued from p. 1) 

  Walt has written numerous books in all 

facets of the Air Force and also narrated 

“The United States Air Force 60th Anniver-

sary” DVD, and several air power rendi-

tions on the American History Channel. To 

read the full editorial on our book, go to 

your website’s search block and type in 

VVA, Books in Review II, Dragonfly, The 

Smallest Fighter, The Fastest Gun, hit 

search, page down to the entry Dragonfly 

The Smallest Fighter ] Books in Review II, 

click on and enjoy. 

  To add to this, our book has now sold two

-thirds of the second edition order and has 

had some international interest, receiving 

orders from Canada and Italy, where the 

potential readers did not hesitate to pay the 

premium international mailing charge, 

which in some cases cost as much as the 

book. One reply was “I can’t put the book 

down.” If this keeps up we are going to run 

out of them in the near future.  So please, 

if you are a member and have not yet pur-

chased a copy for yourself, do so before 

they are all gone! 

  In addition to all the hard work being 

done for the plaque dedication in Colora-

do, the Board has begun planning for our 

50th Anniversary in 201. Planning this ear-

ly is necessary as the places we choose are 

usually well-known, and the demand for 

rooms at a reasonable price is a difficult 

process. It looks like we may be going to 

Rapid City, South Dakota, nestled on the 

eastern foothills of the Black Hills and 

Mount Rushmore, along with some golfing 

for those interested.    

  Everyone is working hard to make our 

upcoming event the best we’ve ever had, 

and we hope we will see your smiling fac-

es there. So make sure you get your reser-

vations in early.  

  In the meantime, Be Safe and take care 

out there.  

 

 

                         War Story 

Due to publication design, not all stories written by admirers of 

the A-37 and printed in the five booklets produced by Ollie and 

Gloria Maier ten years ago were selected for the book, 

“Dragonfly: A-37s over Vietnam.” Here’s one I liked.   

          A Post-War “War Story” 

            By Mike Helm 

Back i n '85 or '86,  just after I moved to Charleston, South 

Carolina, a series of articles written by an Orlando Sentinel 

reporter appeared in the local paper.  He had served in Vietnam 

and gone back fifteen years later to write some reminiscences. 

Naturally, I took interest in the series.   About the third morn-

ing, a picture appeared as part of that day's story, showing part of 

the tail section of an airplane with a number of flying helmets 

stacked in front of it.  The caption read, "A pile of helmets be-

longing to downed U.S. pilots is on display in Hanoi." 

After reading the article, I came back to the photo.  I tried to 

figure out what kind of plane the section had come from.  Since 

the museum was in Hanoi, I tried to match the lines on the tail 

section with what I remembered were the lines of the planes that 

had flown over the north.  However, it just didn't match an F-100,  

F-105, F-4, or whatever I could come up with, so I just put it 

aside for the time being. 

Later, I picked u p the paper again and studied it. The designa-

tion "EK" on the vertical stabilizer pricked my memory.  A 

closer look made me think it could be an A-37.  Suddenly, it hit 

me: "That's from my squadron!" 

I rushed to my flight log and quickly confirmed that, "Yes, in-

deed, that was part of a 'Rap' A-37." You see, by checking with 

the tail number below the EK, my log showed I had flown that 

aircraft eight times out of Bien Hoa in '71 and '72.  Talk about a 

reality check. I have no 

idea whether it was shot 

down, destroyed on the 

ground during or after the 

war... or how i t got to Ha-

noi.  But the realization I 

had flown that specific air-

plane brought home the 

war to me like nothing 

before or since. Although 

my copy of the photo from the paper is starting to yellow with 

age, it will always remain among my most prized possessions.   
(Photo: Mike Helm) 
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From the Archives 
 

 (From 8 AS History, Jan-Mar 1970 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outstanding Missions 

(U) On 11 February 1970, Hawk 05 flight — Lt Col 

Whitney N. Tomlin  and 1st Lt Donald A. McPhail 

— was scrambled to northern IV Corps. The target 

was a large concentration of Viet Cong troops, just 

inside the border. This forced the fighters to run 

parallel to the border on their attack headings and a 

3000-foot ceiling further restricted Hawk 05 to low-

angle deliveries. The flight expended seven 500lb 

bombs on one target, then moved 300 meters to the 

west to deliver the remainder of their ordnance. 

Lead rolled in to deliver his last bomb on the second 

target and took heavy ground fire from both sides of 

the border, consisting of both 12.7mm and light au-

tomatic weapons. He sustained three hits in the left 

wing and two in the right and was streaming fuel 

from both wings as he pulled off.  Number two 

rolled in to deliver his two pods of CBU-25 and also 

took heavy ground fire, taking one 12.7mm round in 

the left wing and also leaking fuel.  Both aircraft re-

turned safely to Bien Hoa.  Hawk 05 was credited by 

the FAC, Bomber 42, with seven KBA, three bun-

kers destroyed and two damaged, and four automat-

ic weapons positions and weapons destroyed. 

 

 

 

(U) On 4 March 1970, Hawk 05 flight — Lt Col 

Ralph C. Dresser and 1st Lt Gerard G. Wolke — 

was scrambled to southern IV Corps to attack a VC 

bunker complex. The FAC, David 72, had reported 

that approximately twenty enemy soldiers had been 

seen entering the bunker.  Hawk 05 delivered four 

500lb bombs with excellent target coverage, despite 

strong headwinds.  A helicopter went in low over the 

target and reported that the bunkers had been com-

pletely destroyed and that the flight had killed an 

estimated five enemy.  A ground probe into the area 

later credited Hawk 05 with destroying two bunkers, 

destroying three structures and damaging three 

more, and killing twenty-eight enemy soldiers. 

     

The following is a summary of significant actions taken 
as recorded in the 8 AS History, Apr-Jun 1970. 

During this period, three restrictions were removed 
for the A-37 which greatly enhanced the capabilities 
of the airplane.  On April 21, after months of being 
prohibited from carrying MK-82 high drag bombs 
due to failure of retarding fins to open, shortening 
the arming wire allowed the aircraft to resume oper-
ating under lower ceilings. 

A second restriction was removed to allow recovery  
to base with unexpended ordnance.  Previously, 
flights that could not expend bombs or napalm on a 
target were required to jettison the ordnance twelve 
miles at sea, reducing loiter time and greatly affect-
ing the aircraft’s ability to operate in Cambodia. 

A third restriction was the requirement to download 
fuel from the tip tanks whenever a store was loaded 
on the outboard pylon.  Lifting this restriction al-
lowed both flare pods and CBU to be carried on the 
outboard pylons without sacrificing range or loiter 
time.  On 21 April, the night time load of Hawk 03 
lead was changed from two napalm cans and two 
flare pods to four napalm cans and two flare pods, 
thus doubling the ordnance load. 

 

Loading a nape 
on station #7. 

(Photo from John 
Sullivan collection, 
p. 198, “Dragonfly”) 
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 Nothing like seeing old buddies, telling old and new war stories, and meeting new friends   
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Charleston 

March 2013 

Wright-Patt 

August 2014 

Nashville 

August 2015 



 ... AND SO IT BEGAN 

(Continuation  of Chapter 7 of an unpublished book 

by Fred Long) 

 Got up at 5:00 A.M., showered with some borrowed 

soap, went to eat, went to the BX, went to work. I was 

assigned the job of painting the bare wooden floor of 

the gunroom and build a workbench. The Vietnamese 

had put the building together quickly and the entire 

room was empty of any obstruction. I stood in the cen-

ter of the room with a gallon of brown paint. It seemed 

to me the easiest and fastest way to do the job was to 

get a soft bristled push broom and use it for the paint-

brush. I poured the paint on the floor at the far end of 

the building and pushed it around with the broom and 

continued that process until I worked my way to the 

door. It took about ten minutes and I was finished. I 

took the broom to a trash dumpster and returned to the 

front of the shop to report that I was finished. No one 

believed me. I assured them I had painted the entire 

floor, but seeing is believing. Sergeant Birdsong, in 

charge of the work crew, walked back with me to in-

spect my work. He looked dumbfounded, as if he 

couldn’t believe his eyes. “That’s really good,” he told 

me. “How did you do that so fast?” I told him I didn’t 

know; it just didn’t take that long. Later the push broom 

turned up missing, but I didn’t say anything. 

 We returned to the main room and I went to work on 

the table. Boards were stacked against the wall for my 

use, but, for the most part, all I had to do was nail them 

together. I was down on the floor hammering away 

while a couple of Vietnamese male workers chatted 

with each other like a couple of parrots when “Spot” 

came in. He was irate because he couldn’t get supplies 

for his office. He and two others had gone to get some 

angle iron and a few sheets of plywood so he could get 

the walls up and they refused to let him have any. 

“They had stacks of it,” he said fuming, pacing the floor 

as he ejaculated his anger. He told Birdsong he wanted 

someone to go back to the warehouse during lunch to 

get what was needed and not come back without it.  

  Birdsong relayed the message to one of the sergeants, 

telling him to get someone to go with him. It turned out 

to be me. He did the driving and when we arrived we 

did a quick survey of the building. I think only one per 

son was inside. We watched for our opportunity and 

went for the plywood. Picking up two sheets at a time 

we carried it unseen out a nearby open overhead side 

door and placed it against the building. The angle iron 

was stacked near the plywood. The sergeant went for 

the pickup and backed it to where I stood. We put the 

plywood in the back of the truck and went for the angle 

iron. In a matter of minutes it was moved to the truck 

and I climbed in the back. He took off much faster than 

I thought necessary, barreling down the road, and tak-

ing curves at what I thought was at a dangerous speed. I 

told him to “slow down” as the angle iron slid from one 

side to the other, its eight-foot lengths sticking out the 

side at a treacherous angle over where people would be 

walking. He didn’t heed my warning. I thought he must 

want to be a NASCAR driver.  

 Someone was walking along the roadside. I hollered, 

“Look out!” He looked at me with a smile; me almost 

standing, crying out again with all my lungs, “LOOK 

OUT!” The angle iron was almost upon him when he 

finally saw the danger he was in from the parlous steel. 

His face took on a shockingly, frightening look. Instant-

ly ducking, he fell to the ground while the things in his 

hands flew into the air. The iron passed over him harm-

lessly, the dust from the spinning wheels flying into his 

face.  I watched as he shook his fist at us while I pound-

ed viciously on the top of the cab to slow this contrap-

tion down. He did and we retuned to the shop without a 

mishap, much to my relief. 

 “Spot” was happy to see us return with the goods and 

the two Vietnamese workers began putting up the walls. 

After eating, I finished putting together my table. It was 

wobbly, but it would work. 

The next day one of the Vietnamese workers was 

using a blowtorch to scorch the plywood panels. He 

was patiently running the torch vertically along the 

plywood, an inch or two from the surface, in thin 

steady strokes not over an inch and a half in width. It 

would take several days to cover the entire area, but 

the results ascribed a lovely, rich-looking, coppery 

tone in mixed shades of dark and light assigned 

strictly by the grain. It was an impressive sight when 

finished by this remarkably skilled worker. 
 

(continued on p. 7) 
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 We had a barracks inspection that night, our fifth 

day. It was our first inspection. Everyone wanted to 

know when we would be getting our lockers and the 

frustration among the men was made obvious. All the 

first shirt (Sergeant Birdsong) could say is “they are 

trying” and we would be getting them “sometime 

soon.” I didn’t think they were trying very hard, and 

told him a lot of things were disappearing, saying 

“we needed lockers to protect our property.” He was 

sympathetic, pointing out that everyone was having 

problems getting anything from base supply. “We are 

doing the best we can,” he told us. Yet, I wondered, 

out of all the bases in Vietnam, could they not find 

lockers for us?  All of us had experienced loss of 

things and some, angry over this unreasonable delay 

and neglect, had already made a footlocker. Nothing 

was said about them. I decided a footlocker would be 

my project for tomorrow. 

The next day, during what free time was afforded 

to me, I put together a rather crude, misshapen, foot-

locker. It was small, and not very strong, but it would 

hold a few things that could be put under lock and 

key. I took it to the barracks during my lunch break 

and packed what I could inside. 

 We continued to put in a full day, every day, work-

ing to get the shop ready. I became the official work-

shop painter. Anything and everything that needed a 

coat of paint became my official responsibility. One 

day all I did that entire day was paint. But the work-

shop was beginning to look like a workshop, and we 

all had pride in the work we were doing. It was hard 

work, especially on the flight line under the excruci-

ating heat of the sun. We had been given permission 

to work without a shirt and that was probably the big-

gest morale booster to come our way. 

 The men I worked with were of high personal char-

acter––helpful, understanding, dependable, and sup-

portive. During my entire year in Vietnam I never 

had a cross word with any of them. They were unlike 

any outfit I had worked with before, or would work 

with afterwards. To show this, and this was not 

unique with the guys in weapons, a few  days after I 

made my crummy footlocker I was talking to Staff 

Sergeant James Park, telling him what a nice job he 

did making his footlocker. It was ten times stronger 

than what I made and just about as nice a footlocker 

you would want. Anyone would be thrilled to have 

one like it in their home. He said I could have it. Just 

like that, after all the work he put into it. And he gave 

it to me. He said he would make another one. I can 

say with all honesty that it was an honor to be among 

this group of people that made being in Vietnam, 

with all its trials and tribulations, a gratifying and re-

warding tour of duty. 

 The new footlocker was large enough for every-

thing in my duffle bag, and for the first time I had all 

my personal property secured. I went to the BX and 

bought a small lamp for my cubicle so I could see 

better at night while reading, some envelopes that 

wouldn’t stick together because of the humidity, and 

some new razor blades because my old ones had got-

ten rusty. I put in a request for the night shift because 

it would be cooler, but the first sergeant recommend-

ed me for the day shift, assigned to the gunroom. This 

was a reward because I would not be out on the flight 

line, in the heat, loading bombs. I couldn’t have been 

happier.    

By August 9, all the A-37s in country had been reas-

sembled and pilots were making test runs and training 

flights. That day an Air Force film crew came by the 

shop wanting to film two men installing a minigun in 

the nose of the aircraft for a training film. Terry 

Bohlander and I were selected. It was my first time out 

on the flight line doing anything with the aircraft and I 

was excited about being selected to make the movie. I 

went out, without a shirt, the film guys saying that 

would look better, and Bohlander and I removed the 

gun and ammo drum from one of the aircraft. That was 

easy. “It’s not always that easy when installing,” I told 

them. That was okay, one of them said, “We’ll just cut 

that part out.” 

 

(To be continued in next newsletter) 
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